Line 1:
Changchun Taoist temple
Changchun Taoist temple, one of the most famous Taoist temples in China, located in wuhan,
hubei province, is the only existing Taoist temple in this area. It was listed as a national key
Taoist temple by the state council in 1983. The Taoist temple is located in the south of
shuangfeng mountain in wuhan city. It is said that laozi, the ancestor of Taoism, once stayed here.
Taoist architecture appeared here as early as the 3rd century BC. During the yuan dynasty, qiu
chuji, a famous representative of quanzhen school, came here to practice and preach, which
further expanded its scale. Because qiu chuji was called changchun real person, the Taoist temple
was called changchun view. Since its establishment, the influence of changchun outlook has been
constantly expanding, and it was further expanded in the Ming and qing dynasties to form its
current scale. It sits in the south, built according to the mountain, the main building is the gate,
lingguan dian, taiqing dian, three emperor dian, etc., compact layout, large scale. Next to the
building of qizhen temple, there is a hall of merit and virtue, with an astronomical panorama
inlaid on the wall. It was completed by the famous Taoist priest Lilian in the 1930s, which has a
high reference value for the study of ancient astronomy. Now, changchun view is not only the
local center of Taoist activities, but also a scenic tourist resort, every year many visitors and
believers come to worship.

Guiyuan Buddhist Temple
Guiyuan Buddhist Temple is located at the west end of cuiwei street in hanyang, hubei
province, China. By white light mage in 15 years (1658 AD) built qing shunzhi, gets its name
from the buddhist scriptures "convenient to yuan sex not two, there are many" of the semantic,
known as the "blessing of the world's most ling temple", the national 4 a level scenic spots,
national key buddhist temple, the buddhist association of hubei province and wuhan city, the seat
of the buddhist association, is also a key cultural relics protection units in hubei province and
famous tourist attractions. Together with baotong zen temple, gude temple and lianxi temple, it is
called the "four jungles" of wuhan Buddhism.

